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Abstract–InCloud computing as data is outsourced to third 

party cloud servers, various privacy issues emerge from it 

which are resolved by various Attribute-Based Encryption 

schemes. But only decentralized data privacy and privilege 

control is not important, but user revocation also. We have 

proposed user revocation on top of AnonyControl-F system. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is a novel computing technique, it provides  

computing resources dynamically via Internet and these 

computation and  data storage outsourced to some third party in 

a cloud. However, it has different challenges also like data 

confidentiality, Privilege Control, user’s identity prevention and 

recovery of cloud computing systems in case of security 

breaches. Besides these challenges one of the important 

challenge is attribute revocation over fully anonymous Attribute 

Based Encryption system like AnonyControl and AnonyControl-

F[1].In multiple authority cloud storage systems, each authority 

can issue attributes independently [2]. There are various schemes 

which protects privacy of data contents throughattribute based 

encryption likeIdentity-based encryption (IBE) [3], Fuzzy 

Identity-Based Encryption, Key-Policy Attribute-Based 

Encryption (KP-ABE) [4], Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based 

Encryption (CP-ABE)[5].AnonyControland AnonyControl-F 

[1]which allows cloud servers to not only controluser’s access 

privileges but also protect their identity information. 

In the KP-ABE [5], a cipher text is linked with a set of 

attributes, and a private key is linked with a tree like access 

structure, which describes this user’s identity. Here private key 

holds the access structure, one can decrypt the cipher text if the 

access structure in his private key is satisfied by the attributes in 

the cipher text as cipher text holds attributes.However,private 

key holds the encryption policy, so the encrypter does not have 

rights to change the encryption policy[5]. He has to believe that 

the key generators generate keys with correct access structures to 

correct users. If a re-encryption occurs, all of the users in the 

same system must get their private keys re-issued then only they 

can gain access to the re-encrypted files, and this process causes 

considerable problems in implementation. 

On the other hand, those problems and overhead are all 

solved in the CP-ABE [5]. In the CP-ABE, cipher texts are 

linked with an access structure, which gives the encryption 

policy, and private keys are generated according to users’ 

attributes. A user can decrypt the cipher text if and only if his 

attributes in the private key satisfy the access tree specified in 

the cipher text. By doing so, the encrypter holds the ultimate 

authority about the encryption policy. Also, the already issued 

private keys will never be modified unless the whole system 

reboots [11]. 

Unlike the data confidentiality, less effort is paid to 

protectusers’ identity privacy during those interactive 

protocols.Users’ identities, which are described with their 

attributes, aregenerally disclosed to key issuers, and the issuers 

issue privatekeys according to their attributes. But it seems 

natural thatusers are willing to keep their identities secret while 

they stillget their private keys. ThereforeAnonyControland 

AnonyControl-F [1]scheme allows cloud servers to controlusers’ 

access privileges without knowing their identity information.The 

schemes are able to protect user’s privacyagainst each single 

authority.The schemes are tolerant against authoritycompromise, 

and compromising of up to (N −2) authoritiesdoes not bring the 

whole system down. 

Also user revocation is important issue over fully 

anonymous system in cloud. This issue is resolved using 

attribute revocation.Our solution uniquely integrates the proxy 

re-encryption technique with AnonyControl-F [1], and enables 

the authority to delegate most delicate tasks of user revocation. 

 
Fig. 1. General Flow of System 

 

Our construction places minimal load on the authority upon 

each revocation event, and the authority is able to freely revoke 

any attribute of users at any time. 

 

II.RELATED WORK 

The literature surveys that containing study of different schemes 

available in Attribute Based encryption(ABE).Those are KP-

ABE,CP-ABE, AnonyControl, AnonyControl–F. Also includes 

advantage,disadvantage. 
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A. IBE scheme 

Identity-basedencryption (IBE) was first introduced by Shamir 

[4], inwhich the message sender stipulates an identity suchthat 

only a message receiver with matching identity can decrypt it.In 

an Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) scheme [7], the public key 

of the user is derived from its unique identity, e.g., email address 

or IP address. The original motivation for identity-based 

encryption is to help the deployment of a public key 

infrastructure. Problems with IBE:For sending private key 

requires secure channel, Private key is known to  Private Key 

Generator (PKG), IBE scheme may depend on cryptographic 

techniques that are insecure against code breaking attack. 

 

B. Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) 

Fuzzy Identity-Based Encryption [6], which is also known as 

Attribute-BasedEncryption (ABE). In such encryption scheme, 

an identityis viewed as a set of descriptive attributes, and 

decryption is possible if a descriptor’s identity has some 

overlaps withthe one specified in the ciphertext.Sahai and 

Waters introduced the first attribute-basedencryption (ABE) [5] 

where both the cipher text and the secret keyare labeled with a 

set of attributes[10]. A user can decrypt a cipher textif and only 

if there is a match between the attributes listedin the cipher text 

and the attributes held by him. Problems with ABE:The lack of 

expressibility seems to limit its applicability to larger systems, 

On demand user revocation and other technique were not 

adoptable with this encryption method. 

 

C. Key-Policy Attribute-BasedEncryption (KP-ABE) 

In the KP-ABE [6], a ciphertext is associated with aset of 

attributes, and a private key is associated with amonotonic 

access structure like a tree, which describes thisuser’s identity 

(e.g. IIT AND (Ph.D OR Master)). A usercan decrypt the 

ciphertext if and only if the access tree inhis private key is 

satisfied by the attributes in the ciphertext.Problems with KP-

ABE:Anencryption is the access policy is constructed into user's 

personal key. So data owner doesnot have the option on who can 

decrypt the data except encrypting the data with the set of 

attributes, The data owner is also a trusted authority (TA) at a 

same time. 

 

D. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-BasedEncryption (CP-ABE) 

Sahai et al [3] introduced the concept of another modified form 

of ABE called CP-ABE. The key idea of CP-ABE [8] is: the user 

secret key is associated with a set of attribute and each cipher 

text will embedded with an access structure. The user can 

decrypt the message only if the users attribute satisfied with the 

access structure of the cipher text. CP-ABE [11] improves the 

disadvantage of KP-ABE that the encrypted data cannot choose 

who can decrypt it. 

While in KP-ABE access policy is associated with private key, 

while in CP-ABE access policy is associated with cipher text. 

Problems with CP-ABE:Difficulty in user revocation, Whenever 

owner wants to change the accessright of user, it is not possible 

to do efficiently, Decryption keys only support user 

attributesthat are organized logically as a single set, so users can 

only use all possible combination of attributes in a single set 

issued in their keys to satisfy policies. 

 

E. AnonyControl and AnonyControl-F 

As shown in Fig. 1. In this paper [1], there are four main roles: N 

Attribute Authorities (denoted as A), Cloud Server, Data Owners 

and Data Consumers. Partial information isdisclosed in 

AnonyControland no information isdisclosed in AnonyControl-

F.  

In AnonyControl-F[1] introduced a new technique to let key 

generators issue the correct attribute key without knowing what 

attributes the users have. A naive solution is to give all the 

attribute keys of all the attributes to the key requester and let him 

pick whatever he wants. In this way, the key generator does not 

know which attribute keys the key requester picked, but we have 

to fully trust the key requester that he will not pick any attribute 

key not allowed to him. To solve this, leverage the Oblivious 

Transfer (OT) [1]. 

The KeyGenerate algorithm is the only part which leaks identity 

information to each attribute authority. Here they have 

introduced the 1-out-of-n OT to prevent this leakage. They let 

each authority be in charge of all attributes belonging to the 

same category. For each attribute category c (e.g., University), 

suppose there are k possible attribute values (e.g., IIT, NYU, 

CMU ...), then one requester has at most one attribute value in 

one category. After the attribute keys are ready, the attribute 

authority and the key requester are engaged in a 1-out-of-k OT 

where the key requester wants to receive one attribute key 

among k. By introducing the 1-out-of-k OT in KeyGenerate 

algorithm, the key requester achieves the correct attribute key 

that he wants, but the attribute authority does not have any 

useful information about what attribute is achieved by the 

requester. Then, the key requester achieves the full anonymity 

and no matter how many attribute authorities collude, his 

identity information is kept secret [1].Problems with 

AnonyControl and AnonyControl-F:No User revocation 

F. Attribute Based Data Sharing with Attribute Revocation 

In this paper [6], author addressed an important issue of attribute 

revocation for attribute based systems. In particular, they 

considered practical application scenarios in which semitrustable 

proxy servers are available, and proposed a scheme supporting 

attribute revocation. This scheme places minimal load on 

authority upon attribute revocation events. They achieved this by 

uniquely combining the proxy re-encryption technique with CP-

ABE and enabled the authority to delegate most laborious tasks 

to proxy servers. Their proposed scheme is provably secure 

against chosen ciphertext attacks. Problems with Attribute Based 

Data Sharing with Attribute Revocation:No data confidentiality, 

No privilege control, No identity security 

 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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Fig. 2. General Flow of Proposed System 

 

To solve this user revocation problem we proposed attribute 

revocation for attribute based systems over AnonyControl-F. In 

this case, we considered real time application scenarios. As 

shown in Fig. 2 if User1 belongs to c# group of computer 

department, and User1 is revoked from c# group then public key 

for each file from revoked user group that is for c# group is 

updated and updated public key with file name will be sent to 

the Data owner. Data Owner will encrypt the file with new 

public key with same access structure and upload on cloud 

server.  

Our proposed scheme involves following algorithms algorithms 

over AnonyControl-F:  

1. Privilege Control With user revocation ReKey 

2. Privilege Control With user revocation ReEncrypt(PK′, 

{Tp}p∈{0,...,r−1})   CT′  

A. Algorithmic Approach: 

Step 1:Privilege Control With user revocation ReKey (Pt , 

FPt )PK′ When user revocation event occurs taking privilege 

tree 𝑷𝒕 and each file from revoked user group F𝑷𝒕as input it 

outputs PK′ as updated public keys for each file from revoked 

user group. Each file from revoked user group with updated 

public key will be sent to the Data Owner. 

Step2:Privilege Control With user revocation ReEncrypt(PK′, 

{Tp}p∈ {0,...,r−1})   CT′ Data Owner will ReEncrypt each 

file with updated public key PK′ and {Tp}p∈{0,...,r−1} privilege 

tree as input and outputs CT′ as reencrypted cipher text. 

 

Here we are building user revocation system on top of 

AnonyControl-F. Hence after reencryption of file, Data Owner 

will upload reencrypted file on cloud server. When Data 

consumer wants to download File, he will download file as per 

AnonyControl-F system [1].  

B. Mathematical Model 

User Model:  

For cloud access control system, set of user entities U € {Do, 

Dc} 

Do= {Do1, Do2,……………..Don} Set of Data Owner 

Dc= {Dc1, Dc2, ………………..Dcn} Set of Data Consumer 

Each Doi, Dci have attribute set 

A (Do)  {Attr0, Attr1,……………….,AttrN} 

A (Dc)  {Attr0, Attr1,……………….,AttrN} 

Authority Model: 

Each user of type Do, Dc has to register with N attribute 

authorities. 

Authorities Au = {A0, A1, A2………………..AN}  There are 

N authorities 

Each authority Ai has to kept attribute of user U. 

User can upload multiple files F= {f1, f2, …………………fn} 

Privilege Tree Model: 

Each fi have particular privilege tree Tpr 

Tpr = {Read_mine, Read_all, Delete, Modify, Create} 

Revocation Model: 
Let Dc= {Dc1, Dc2, Dc3}Group of Data Consumer 

Dc1Tp={Read_mine, Create} 

Dc2Tp={Read_mine, Create} 

Dc3Tp={Read_mine} 

Let F={File1, File2, File3}Set of Files uploaded in Dc 

If Dc1 is revoked, Dc1 will no longer access the data from cloud  

New public keys are generated for each File from Set F for user 

Dc2 as Dc1Tp = Dc2Tp 

 

C. Implementation Details: 

User Revocation on top of AnonyControl-F is implemented on 

Windows 8.1 system with Intel i7 5th Gen @ 2.4GHz and 2GB 

RAM using .Net Framework 4.5 in C#. 

1. Register 

 

 
 

 

 

 

2. Login 

 
 

3. Teacher Login: Group Creation 
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4. Teacher: Uploading File for group on Cloud 

 
 

5. Student Login: Group Invitation 

 
6. Student Generate Private Key by AnonyControl-F 

 
 

7. Student download a File by private and public key  

 
 

8. Student OTP Generation 

For more security we have provided OTP (One Time 

Password) generation using ViaSMS service. 

 

9. Student Revocation from group 

 
 

 

IV.PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

Fig. 2 shows the computation overhead incurred in thecore 

algorithms Setup, KeyGenerate, Encrypt, and Decryptunder 

various conditions. We additionally taken just their results from 

papersthreesimilar works (Li [12], Muller [13], and Chase [12]) 

under thesame condition (same security level and same 

environment) forthe comparison purpose and base paper [1]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Keygen time with different authorities (20 attributes per 

key) 
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Particularly, in Fig. 3, we have plotted graph for measuring key 

generation time with different authorities (20 attributes per key) 

and in Fig. 4 we are measuring key generation time with 

different attributes #. (5 authorities) 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 4. Key generation time with different attributes #. 5 

authorities 

Following table shows Comparison between different 

schemes for Fine-grained access control, User Revocation and 

Privacy Preserving. 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT SCHEMES 

Scheme Fine-grained 

privilege 

control  

User 

revocation 

Privacy 

preserving 

Li Yes N/A N/A 

Chase Yes N/A N/A 

Muller Yes N/A N/A 

Base Paper [1] Yes N/A Yes 

Proposed 

Technique 

Yes Yes Yes 

V.CONCLUSION 

In Cloud computing system for multiple authorities, our 

proposed schemes achieve not only fine-grained privilege 

control and identity privacy but also user revocation using 

attribute revocation schemeover AnonyControl-F scheme which 

is can tolerate up to N − 2 authority compromise. 

Future scope of our scheme is to reduce communication 

overhead in this user revocation over AnonyControl-F system. 
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